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Group II metabotropic glutamate receptors (mGlu-IIs) modulate hippocampal information processing through several presynaptic
actions. We describe a novel postsynaptic inhibitory mechanism mediated by the mGlu2 subtype that activates an inwardly rectifying
potassiumconductance in thedendrites ofDGgranule cells of rats andmice.Data fromglutamate-uncaging experiments and simulations
indicate that mGlu2-activated potassium conductance uniformly reduces the peak amplitude of synaptic inputs arriving in the distal
two-thirds of dendrites, with onlyminor effects on proximal inputs. This unique shunting profile is consistent with a peak expression of
the mGlu2-activated conductance at the transition between the proximal and middle third of the dendrites. Further simulations under
various physiologically relevant conditions showed that when a shunting conductance was activated in the proximal third of a single
dendrite, it effectively modulated input to this specific branch while leaving inputs in neighboring dendrites relatively unaffected.
Therefore, the restricted expression of the mGlu2-activated potassium conductance in the proximal third of DG granule cell dendrites
represents an optimal localization for achieving the opposing biophysical requirements for uniform yet selectivemodulation of individ-
ual dendritic branches.
Introduction
An important role of group II metabotropic glutamate receptors
(mGlu-IIs) is the inhibition of glutamate release from mossy fi-
bers, the axons of DG granule cells (GCs). Because mGlu-IIs,
which comprise mGlu2 and mGlu3 receptors, are not expressed
onneighboring associational/commissural fibers in theCA3 area,
these receptors represent a useful means of distinguishing phar-
macologically between synaptic responses originating from GCs
as opposed to CA3 pyramidal cells (Kamiya et al., 1996). The
reduction of glutamate release results from a decrease in calcium
conductance mediated by mGlu2, which is localized on the pre-
terminal axon of mossy fibers (Yokoi et al., 1996, Kamiya and
Ozawa, 1999, Shigemoto et al., 1997). mGlu-IIs are also involved
in themodulation of the perforant path inputs to GCs by amech-
anism similar to that at mossy fiber terminals (Macek et al.,
1996). In addition to these axonal localizations, mGlu-IIs have
also been described in the dendritic compartment of GCs (Petra-
lia et al., 1996), but their function there has not been investigated.
In axons, the effects of G-protein-coupled receptors are thought
to be limited spatially because of the required direct interaction
between the molecular machinery modulating release and the
receptor. In contrast, the major function of the dendrites, the
integration of synaptic inputs, is influenced by remote changes in
membrane parameters induced by G-protein-coupled receptors.
The strength of this effect is dependent on the distance between
the activated receptors and the synaptic inputs that are modu-
lated (Gidon and Segev, 2012). The unique dendriticmorphology
and the sparseness of active dendritic conductances give rise to
rules of dendritic integration in GCs that are distinct from those
of other principal cells, and these properties are instrumental in
determining the physiological roles of GCs (Krueppel et al., 2011,
Schmidt-Hieber et al., 2007). However, several fundamental
functions of GCs, such as their ability to represent multiple place
fields and to quickly transform their firing characteristics in re-
sponse to small changes in input pattern, cannot be accounted for
by these mechanisms (Leutgeb et al., 2007, Rolls and Kesner,
2006). Theoretical studies suggest that one potential process un-
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derlying these physiological functions is the isolated modulation
of individual dendrites (Hayman and Jeffery, 2008; Ujfalussy et
al., 2009), which is required to fulfill two criteria. First, synaptic
inputs within individual dendritic units have to be uniformly
modulated, resulting in proportional changes of their original
amplitude. Second, the modulation has to be more effective
in the modulated branch(es) compared with nonmodulated
branches. To date, however, experimental evidence for such
dynamic, dendritic-branch-specific modulation is lacking.
Here we characterized the pharmacological and electrophysi-
ological properties of the responses induced by dendritically
localizedmGlu-IIs in GCs, establishing in transgenic mice that
mGlu2 is the receptor responsible for the postsynaptic inhib-
itory current. We then localized the subcellular origin of the
response to the proximal dendrite. Our data provide evidence
that the circumscribed expression of mGlu2-coupled potas-
sium conductance represents a biophysically strategic local-
ization that enables precise and selective inhibition of
individual dendrites in GCs.
Materials andMethods
Experimental procedures. All experimental procedures were in accor-
dance with the ethical guidelines of the Institute of Experimental Medi-
cine Protection of Research Subjects Committee (22.1/1760/003/2009).
Electrophysiological recordings. For rat acute slice preparations, adoles-
cent Wistar rats (postnatal day 23–30, both sexes) were deeply anesthe-
tized with isoflurane (in accordance with the ethical guidelines of the
Institute of Experimental Medicine Protection of Research Subjects
Committee) and slices (350m) were cut in ice-cold ACSF consisting of
the following (in mM): 85 NaCl, 75 sucrose, 2.5 KCl, 25 glucose, 1.25
NaH2PO4, 4 MgCl2, 0.5 CaCl2, and 24 NaHCO3. The orientation of
cutting was perpendicular to the axis of the hippocampus at its medial
part to better preserve both the axonal and dendritic arborization of the
cells. After the cutting, the slices were kept at 32°C for 30min and then at
room temperature until used for recordings. Cells were visualized with
an upright microscope (Eclipse FN-1; Nikon) with infrared (900 nm)
Nomarksi differential interference contrast optics. The recordings were
made in a solution (ACSF) composed of the following (inmM): 126NaCl,
2.5 KCl, 26NaHCO3, 2 CaCl2, 2MgCl2, 1.25NaH2PO4, and 10 glucose at
35  1°C using Multiclamp 700B amplifiers (Molecular Devices) with
pClamp10 software. The normal intracellular solution contained the fol-
lowing (in mM): 90 K-gluconate, 43.5 KCl, 1.8 NaCl, 1.7 MgCl2, 10
HEPES, 2 Mg-ATP, 0.4 Na2-GTP, 10 phosphocreatine-disodium, and 8
biocytin, along with 50 M EGTA (pH 7.2; 270–290 M; pipette resis-
tance: 3–4.5 M). In experiments to block G-protein function, the 0.4
mM Na2-GTP was replaced with an equimolar amount of GDP--S-Li3.
In intracellular BAPTA experiments, EGTA was omitted from the inter-
nal solution and the K-gluconate concentration was reduced to 85mM to
maintain the osmolarity of the solution. When a drug was applied intra-
cellularly, wash-in of DCG IV started at least 30 min after breaking into
the cells to allow sufficient time for diffusion. Dendrites were recorded
using Nomarsky imaging with a high numerical aperture (NA) objective
(1.1 NA). These recording solutions contained Alexa Fluor 594 (10 M)
that allowed us to label the cell through the recorded dendrite and the in
situ anatomical identification of the cell after the recordings using con-
focal microcopy (Eclipse C1 Plus; Nikon). Criteria for the granule cell
identity were the presence of dendritic spines, polarized axonal and den-
dritic arborization, and the position of the small parent cell body in the
GC layer. In one case, we subsequently established dual somatodendritic
recording for electrophysiological verification that the recorded dendrite
belonged to a granule cell. Nucleated patch recordings were made from
GCs by slowly retracting the recording pipette with gentle negative pres-
sure to keep the nucleus at the tip of the pipette. Mossy fiber recordings
were made from giant boutons in the stratum lucidum of the CA3b
region. The anatomical criterion for accepting the structure as a mossy
fiber bouton (MFB) was the presence of a large-diameter terminal with
filopodial extensions in the CA3 area revealed by biocytin labeling and
subsequent DAB staining (see below). For presynaptic calcium current
measurements, K-gluconate and KCl were replaced with CsCl and the
extracellular solution contained TTX (1 M), 4-aminopyridine (5 mM),
tetraethylammonium (10 mM) and elevated calcium concentration (3
mM). In voltage-clamp recordings, the holding current was recorded at
65 mV unless stated otherwise and series resistance was continuously
monitored using 100-ms-long5 mV voltage steps every 5 s. The input
resistance was determined from the steady-state phase of the current in
response to5mV voltage steps. The chemicals for the intracellular and
extracellular solutions were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and modu-
lators and blockers were from Tocris Bioscience. Data are presented as
means and SEM. For statistical comparison, Student’s t test was used. The
normality of distribution of data pointswere analyzedwith Shapiro-Wilk
test. Significant differences were at the level of p 0.05.
Hippocampal organotypic slice cultures were prepared from 6-d-
old rat pups killed by decapitation and maintained for 3–5 weeks in
vitro (Ga¨hwiler, 1981). For electrophysiological recordings, cultures
were then transferred to a recording chamber on an inverted micro-
scope and superfused with saline containing the following (in mM):
137 NaCl, 2.7 KCl, 11.6 NaHCO3, 0.4 NaH2PO4, 2MgCl2, 3 CaCl2, 5.6
D-glucose, and 0.001% phenol red. Granule cells in these slice cultures
were whole-cell voltage clamped at 70 mV using an intracellular
solution that consisted of the following (in mM): 135 K-gluconate, 5
KCl, 10 HEPES, 1 EGTA, 5 phosphocreatine, 2 Mg-ATP, 0.4 Na2-
GTP, and 0.07 CaCl2, pH 7.2. Cell capacitance and series resistance
were monitored throughout experiments.
Slices from the acute rat preparation were fixed in 0.1 M phosphate
buffer containing 4% paraformaldehyde and 0.1% picric acid for 1 d at
4°C. After fixation, slices were resectioned to 60 m and processed for
either conventional DAB staining (GCs, CA1 and CA3 pyramidal cells,
and neurogliaform cells) or immunocytochemistry (basket cells andCA2
pyramidal cells). For immunocytochemistry, the sectionswere incubated
with primary antibodies against parvalbumin (1:1000, polyclonal rabbit
PV28; Swant) or calbindin (1:1000monoclonalmouse 300; Swant) over-
night in 0.5% Triton-X 100 and 2% NGS containing TBS buffer at 4°C.
Immunoreactions were revealed using appropriate Alexa Fluor 488 or
Alexa Fluor 594-conjugated secondary goat antibodies (Invitrogen)
against rabbit and mouse IgGs, and the biocytin labeling was revealed
using Alexa Fluor 350-conjugated streptavidin. In the DAB staining, en-
dogenous peroxidase activity was blockedwith 1%H2O2 after washing in
phosphate buffer. After another wash, sections were incubated with ABC
reagent (1:500, Vectastain ABC Elite kit; Vector Laboratories) in 0.1%
Triton-X 100 containing buffer for 1 h at room temperature. Sections
were preincubatedwithDABandNiCl2 and the reactionswere developed
with 0.2% H2O2 for 3–10 min. Sections were dehydrated (50%, 70%,
90%, 95%, absolute ethanol, and Sigma HistoChoice clearing agent so-
lutions) on slides and mounted using DPX mounting medium (Sigma).
Cells were visualized with epifluorescence and conventional transmitted
light microscopy (DM2500; Leica).
Granule cells were identified based on their accommodating firing
pattern in which individual action potentials are followed by a fast after-
depolarization (ADP) during the after-hyperpolarization (AHP) phase,
polarized axonal and dendritic orientation, spines, and large-axon ter-
minals with filopodia in the hilus and stratum lucidum of CA3. GCs with
unusually high input resistance (550M) were excluded from electro-
physiological analysis to avoid young, adult-born granule cells. Ramp
depolarization before firing, a typical ADP-AHP sequence, more than
one large apical dendrite in the stratum radiatum, thorny excrescences
on proximal dendrites, and normal spines on the distal dendrites were
the characteristics of CA3 pyramidal cells. CA1 pyramidal cells were
identified based on an accommodating firing pattern with a slow AHP,
prominent sag, a major apical dendrite in the stratum radiatum, and
spines. CA2 pyramidal cells lack thorny excrescences and are located just
outside of the mossy fiber innervation zone (which was determined by
calbindin staining). The axon of neurogliaform cells had numerous small
boutons and formed a dense axonal arbor within the stratummoleculare
of the DG. The axon occasionally entered the stratum lacunosum mo-
leculare of CA1 and subiculum. The parvalbumin-expressing basket cells
were characterized by a nonaccommodating firing pattern with fast ac-
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tion potentials andAHPs, a fastmembrane time constant, the presence of
parvalbumin, multipolar, or pyramid-shaped soma, and axons that
mostly remained in the stratum granulosum. Regular-spiking periso-
matic interneurons were identified based on an accommodating firing
pattern, their multipolar-shaped soma, the presence of dendrites in the
hilus, and the restriction of the majority of their axons within the inner
third of the strata moleculare and granulosum.
Glutamate-uncaging experiments. Slices were prepared as described for
electrophysiological recording from acute rat slices. To obtain intracel-
lular recordings, GCs were visualized with an upright microscope
(Eclipse FN-1 with 25 1.1 NAwater-immersion objective; Nikon) with
infrared (900 nm)Nomarksi differential interference contrast optics and
imaging was performed with a single-photon confocal imaging system
(Eclipse C1 Plus; Nikon).
For MNI glutamate-uncaging experiments, cells were recorded in
presence of the NMDA receptor blocker APV (20 M) with a normal
intracellular solution containing 25 M Alexa Fluor 594 to visualize the
dendrites (543 nm laser, 4.8–5.9 W at the tip of the objective) at room
temperature. MNI glutamate was delivered by constant pressure from a
small pipette close to the photolysis site. The solution in this pipette was
normal ACSF with 14 mM MNI glutamate and 20 M APV. The photol-
ysis of MNI glutamate was evoked with a 405 nm laser (60–175 W;
Trigo et al., 2009) through the confocal head of the microscope at a 2.5
m2 area (0.64 3.84 m). The illumination lasted for 289 s. Pipette
capacitance neutralization (10% uncompensated component), bridge
balance compensation, and input resistance (to determine DCG IV ef-
fect) were monitored after every evoked response by applying 5 pA
200-ms-long steps. At least 20 photolysis events were evoked at resting
membrane potential (in both the control solution and in presence of
DCG IV or SKF97541). Only those experiments in which the DCG IV
effect on the input resistance was between 16.5% and 30% (except
when the agonist was coapplied with tertiapin-Q) were used for the anal-
ysis. At the end of the recordings, the three-dimensional architecture of
the dendrites was imaged with higher laser intensities in the red channel
for determining the somatic distance of the photolysis site.
Immunohistochemistry for light and electron microscopy. Eleven adult
malemGlu3/ and threemGlu2/mice (25–30 g) were used for light
and electron microscopy experiments. All experimental protocols were
approved by the Austrian Animal Experimentation Ethics Board in com-
pliance with both the European Convention for the Protection of Verte-
brate Animals used for Experimental andOther Scientific Purposes (ETS
#123) and the European Communities Council Directive of 24 Novem-
ber 1986 (86/609/EEC). Every effort was made to minimize the number
and suffering of the animals used. Animals were deeply anesthetized by
intraperitoneal injection of thiopental (100 mg/kg) and perfused tran-
scardially with PBS (25 mM, 0.9% NaCl, pH 7.4), followed by ice-cold
fixative made of 4% w/v paraformaldehyde and 15% of a saturated solu-
tion of picric acid in PB (0.1 M, pH 7.3) for 15 min for light microscopy
experiments, or with the addition of 0.05% glutaraldehyde immediately
before the perfusion for pre-embedding electron microscopy. Brains
were then immediately removed from the skull, washed in 0.1 M PB, and
sliced coronally in 40- or 70-m-thick sections on a Vibratome
(VT1000S; Leica Microsystems). Sections were stored in 0.1 M PB con-
taining 0.05% sodium azide at 6°C until further use.
Immunohistochemistry for light and electron microscopy was per-
formed according to previously published procedures (Sreepathi and
Ferraguti, 2012). Briefly, free-floating sections were cryoprotected in
20% sucrose made in 0.1 M PB overnight at 4°C, and then freeze-thawed
twice to allow antibody penetration. Sections were then washed in TBS
(0.9% NaCl; pH 7.4) and incubated with 20% NGS in TBS to block
nonspecific binding sites and then with primary antibodies diluted in
TBS containing 2%NGS for 72 h at 6°C. For this study, we used the rabbit
polyclonal anti-mGlu2/3 (used at a dilution of 1g/ml; catalog #AB1553,
lot #24061610; Millipore). For light microscopy, biotinylated (diluted
1:500, catalog #BA-1000; Vector Laboratories) or Alexa Fluor 488-
conjugated (diluted 1:500, catalog #A21206; Invitrogen) secondary anti-
bodies were applied in a buffer with the same composition as for primary
antibodies overnight at 6°C. For fluorescence experiments, 0.1% Triton
X-100 was added to both the primary and secondary antibody solution.
The sections were then washed and those incubated with fluorescent
antibodies were mounted onto gelatin-coated glass slides coverslipped
with Vectashield (Vector Laboratories). The other sections were incu-
bated in the avidin-biotin-HRP complex (diluted 1:100; Vector Labora-
tories) in TB overnight at 6°C. On the following day, the sections were
washed in TB several times, pre-incubated with DAB (0.5 mg/ml) for 5
min, and then H2O2 was added to the solution at a final dilution of
0.003% for 3–6min. Subsequently, the sections were extensively washed
with TB, mounted onto gelatin-coated glass slides, air dried, treated with
graded ethanol and butyl-acetate, and coverslipped with Eukitt (Agar
Scientific). Analyses were performed either under an AxioPhot micro-
scope or AxioImager M1 equipped with Plan-Apo or Plan-Neofluar ob-
jective lenses, respectively (Zeiss). Epifluorescence illumination was
obtained through a metal halide lamp and the signal visualized through
the following filter block: excitation filter BP 480/40 nm, reflection short-
pass filter 505 nm, and emission filter BP 527/30 nm. Fluorescence im-
ages were acquired with an ORCA-ER CCD camera (Hamamatsu) and
color images were acquired with an AxioCam HR (Zeiss), both con-
trolled by the Openlab software (version 5.5.0; Improvision). Whole
images were contrast adjusted, sharpened, and cropped in Adobe Pho-
toshop without changing any specific features within. Semiquantitative
evaluation of the fluorescence signal in DG was obtained by surface plot
analysis using ImageJ (version 1.45s).
For pre-embedding electron microscopy, the antigen-antibody com-
plex was visualized either by HRP or by nanogold-silver-enhanced reac-
tion. Sections processed for the HRP reaction were incubated with
biotinylated anti-mouse secondary antibodies (diluted 1:100; Vector
Laboratories) and then in ABC complex (diluted 1:100; Vector Labora-
tories) made up in TB overnight at 6°C. Visualization was performed
with DAB (0.5 mg/ml) using 0.003% H2O2 for 3–6 min. For the
nanogold-silver-enhanced reaction, sections were incubated with Fab
fragment secondary antibodies coupled to nanogold (1.4 nm; Nano-
probes) and then extensively washed in milliQ water before silver en-
hancement of the gold particles with the HQ kit (Nanoprobes) for 8–10
min. After both reactions, sectionswerewashedwith 0.1MPB and treated
with 2% OsO4 in 0.1 M PB for 40 min at room temperature (RT) and
contrasted with 1% uranyl-acetate in 50% ethanol for 30 min at RT.
Sections were dehydrated and transferred into epoxy resin (Durcupan
ACM; Sigma-Aldrich) overnight at RT. The following day, the sections
were transferred onto greased slides, coverslipped, and incubated for 3 d
at 60°C. Blocks of the DG were cut under a stereomicroscope and re-
embedded in epoxy resin. Ultrathin sections (70 nm) were cut using a
diamond knife (Diatome) on an ultramicrotome (Ultracut; Leica, Vi-
enna), collected on copper slot grids coated with Pioloform, and ana-
lyzed at 80 kV in a Philips CM120 electron microscope.
Multicompartmental modeling. Computer simulations were per-
formed on morphologically detailed passive granule cell models (cells 3,
4, and 7 downloaded from http://senselab.med.yale.edu/ModelDb;
Schmidt-Hieber et al., 2007) using the Neuron 7.2 simulation environ-
ment (Hines andCarnevale, 1997). Passive parameters (Cm ranging from
0.9 to 1.05 F*cm2, Rm ranging from 36.4 to 44.9 k*cm
2, Ri ranging
from93 to 218*cm), temperature adjustment and spine scalingwere as
described previously (Schmidt-Hieber et al., 2007). The reversal poten-
tial of the passive leak conductance was 80 mV. The number of seg-
ments was determined by the “d_lambda rule” for 0.1 kHz (Hines and
Carnevale, 2001), except in the case of spine compartments, in which the
number of dendritic segmentswas 5, and the integration time stepwas set
to 0.025 ms. Increasing the temporal and spatial resolution of the simu-
lation by a factor of 10 and 3, respectively, did not have significant effects
on the results. Synaptic and uncaging-evoked conductances were simu-
lated as a point-like transient conductance using the sum of two expo-
nential functions with the appropriate time constants (maximum peak
conductance: 1 nS, reversal potential: 0 mV). Kinetic parameters for
modeling uncaging-evoked events (10–90% rise time: 0.388 ms, 3.95 ms
decay time) were adjusted to match the properties of the experimentally
measuredmembrane potential responses. The rise time constant and the
decay time constant of AMPAR-mediated synaptic inputs were 0.27 ms
and 2.75, respectively. TheNMDA-receptor-mediated conductance (rise
time constant: 2 ms, decay time constant: 26 ms, at 35°C, Q10  3.5)
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showed voltage-dependent magnesium block
(Jahr and Stevens, 1990), with an externalmag-
nesium concentration of 0.2 mM. The mGlu2-
activated conductancewas simulated as a time-
independent point-like conductance with a
reversal potential of80mV, which shows the
characteristics of the experimentally observed
voltage dependence, namely a moderate
(20%) deviation from the linear relationship
at 55 mV and no conductance at positive
membrane potentials. Synaptic mechanisms
were placed directly onto explicitly modeled
dendritic spines. We used two different set of
morphological and passive electrophysiologi-
cal parameters to produce high and low spine
neck resistance. For low neck resistance, the
passive parameters were set as the parameters
of the parent cell. Length and diameter of the
spine were 0.75 and 0.18 m, respectively. In
the case of high neck resistance, the passive pa-
rameters were as follows: Cm  1 F*cm
2,
Rm 20 k*cm
2, Ri 150*cm. Length and
diameter of the spine were 1.9m and 0.07m,
respectively, which produced a neck resistance of
500 M (Harnett et al., 2012). In both cases,
the spine head had a length and diameter of 0.5
m. When the shunting conductances were
placed on each dendrite at the desired distance
fromthe soma, the total amountof shuntingcon-
ductance in each cell was set to reproduce the
experimentally determined mean reduction of
somatically measured input resistance
(28%). When the shunting conductances
were placed on single dendrites, the shunting
conductance was set at 1 nS. The positions of
the inputs and the shunting conductance were
measured from the center of the somatic
section.
Results
mGlu2 activates GIRK channels in GCs
We observed that low concentrations of
mGlu-II agonists induce an outward cur-
rent in GCs in rat acute slices. In whole-
cell patch-clamped GCs, application of
DCG IV (1 M), a specific agonist of
mGlu-II, induced a large outward current
(46.3 1.5 pA,n 77; Fig. 1A). The hold-
ing current returned to control levels after
washout (8 min washout, 0.8  2.3 pA,
n 14), but the effect persisted when ap-
plication of the agonist was maintained.
The somatically recorded outward cur-
rent was associated with a large decrease
in input resistance (Rin, 27.7  2.1%,
p 1.1 1010; Fig. 1A). APDC (50M),
an mGlu-II agonist structurally unrelated
to DCG IV, also induced an outward cur-
rent and reduced the Rin (36.6  2.3 pA,
23.4  3.2%, n  12). In addition,
LY395756 (5M), which acts as an agonist
at mGlu2 but inhibits mGlu3 (Domin-
guez et al., 2005), induced an outward
current in GCs similar to that observed with DCG IV (37.8 4.7
pA,26 3.0%change inRin; Fig. 1B). The outward current and
the reduction in Rin induced by DCG IV were blocked in the
presence of the mGlu-II-specific antagonists APICA (500 M,
3.6 2.3 pA, 0.9 2.8%, n 7) and LY341495 (0.5M,6.5
3 pA, 1.3  3.7%, n  12; Fig. 1B). The effect of APICA was
reversible, such that application of DCG IV in the same cell after
Figure 1. mGlu2-activated outward current in GCs in rat acute slices. A, Average holding current and input resistance of GCs after
applicationof1MDCG IV.Datapoints indicatevaluesaveragedover5 sandgraybarsare theSEM(n23).B,Outwardcurrents induced
by themGlu-II agonistsDCG IV (1M),APDC (50M), andLY395756 (5M).Other columns showtheblockofDCG-IV-inducedcurrents in
GCs inthepresenceof themGlu-IIantagonistsAPICA(500M)andLY341495(0.5M), theGIRKchannelblocker tertiapin-Q(0.5M),and
an intracellular solution containing the G-protein inhibitor, GDP--S (0.4 mM). C, DCG-IV-induced currents in anatomically identified
hippocampal neurons. PC indicates pyramidal cells; PV	BC, parvalbumin-expressing basket cells in the DG; RSBC, regular spiking basket
cells in theDG; NGFC, neurogliaform cells in theDG.D1, ThemGlu-II specific antagonist APICAblocked theDCG-IV-induced current in GCs.
Afterwashout of the antagonist, agonist application resulted in an outward current.D2, Effect of tertiapin-Q onDCG-IV-induced currents
during incubation with the toxin (left trace, n 6 cells) and during subsequent application (right trace, n 5 cells from separate
experiments).D3, DCG IV effects in simultaneously recorded pairs of GCs with normal intracellular solution andwith an added G-protein
blocker, GDP--S.D4, DCG IV effects in simultaneously recorded pairs of GCs andneurogliaform cells. E, Reversal potential of theDCG-IV-
induced current in GCs (average current between100 and55mV, n 8 cells). The gray line indicates the linear fit for the current
values between100 and80 mV. Dashed line shows the calculated reversal potential for potassium. F, Inward rectification of the
DCG-IV-inducedcurrent.Blackandgraysymbolsmarktheaveragewhole-cellcurrent(n3cells) incontrolsolutionandinpresenceofDCG
IV, respectively. The inset trace is the difference current.
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antagonist washout produced an outward current (n 4; Figure
1D1). Before DCG IV application, the holding current in the
presence of antagonists was not significantly different from con-
trol cells (control: 63.6  3.1 pA, APICA: 67.3  13.2 pA, p 
0.76, LY341495: 66.9  9.6 pA, p  0.71), suggesting a lack of
constitutive activity of these receptors under our recording con-
ditions. These results confirm that the DCG-IV-activated out-
ward current is indeed mediated by mGlu-II receptors.
We next investigated whether other hippocampal cell types
exhibit a comparable outward current in response to mGlu-II
activation in rat acute slices. CA1, CA2, CA3 pyramidal cells
(2.3 2.4 pA, n 10; 0.8 4.4 pA, n 12;4 7.2 pA, n
9), DG parvabumin positive basket cells (1 3.2 pA, n 7), DG
regular-spiking perisomatic interneurons (2.4  1.9 pA, n 
7), and DG neurogliaform cells (1.5 2.7 pA, n 7) showed
no significant outward current after application of 1MDCG IV
(Fig. 1C). To verify that the lack of the DCG IV effect is indeed
dependent on the cell type, we recordedGCs simultaneously with
the other investigated cell types (n  13). In all cases, GCs re-
spondedwith an outward current, whereas the holding current of
the simultaneously recorded cells belonging to other cell types
was unaffected. Figure 1D4 shows the average of six simultaneous
recordings of GC and neurogliaform pairs. In CA3 pyramidal
cells, 1 M DCG IV induced a small inward current, which
evolved much more slowly than the outward current in GCs and
was mediated by mGlu3 (Ster et al., 2011).
We also investigated the mechanisms that mediate the DCG-
IV-induced outward current in GCs. First, we confirmed that the
mGlu-II-activated outward current requires G-protein function
using the nonhydrolyzable GDP analog GDP--S. GDP--S (0.4
mM intracellularly, replacing GTP) prevented DCG-IV-induced
currents in GCs from rat acute slices
(1.7 3.8 pA, n 7; Fig. 1B,D3). In con-
trol recordings (n  4 pairs), two GCs
were recorded simultaneously during
DCG IV application, one with a normal
intracellular solution and the other with a
solution containing GDP--S. DCG IV
resulted in a significant outward current
in control cells recorded with normal in-
tracellular solution(31.55.4pA),whereas
the holding current did not change in cells
recorded with GDP--S (2.9  7 pA).
The measured reversal potential of the
DCG-IV-activated outward current
(92.1 2.7 mV, n 8; Fig. 1E) was not
significantly different from the expected
equilibrium potential of potassium (94.3
mV, p 0.47, Student’s t test), suggesting
that the current is due to the activation
of a potassium conductance. Further-
more, the voltage- dependency of the dif-
ference of whole-cell currents in control
solution and in presence of 1 M DCG IV
(i.e., DCG-IV-induced current) showed a
strong inward rectification (n 3; Fig. 1F).
Todetermine the identity of the effector po-
tassium channels, we tested for the involve-
ment of GIRK channels, which are
commonly associated with G-protein-
coupled receptors through Gi/o proteins
and show strong inward rectification.
Tertiapin-Q (0. 5 M), a peptide toxin that
blocks GIRK channels (Kitamura et al., 2000), strongly attenuated
the DCG-IV-induced outward current (9.0  3.4 pA, n  6; Fig.
1B,D2). In additional experiments, the possible involvement of the
cAMP and calcium-signaling pathways was excluded using the ad-
enylyl cyclase activator forskolin (10 M, 38.4 3.5 pA, n 6), a
high intracellular concentration of the fast calcium chelator BAPTA
(10 mM, 47.9  8.5 pA, n  7), and an extracellular solution that
contained low(nominally zero)Ca2	 concentration (31.35.9pA,
n 6). Two blockers of voltage- and calcium-activated potassium
channels, 4-amino-pyridine (1–2mM) and iberiotoxin (0.2M), did
not prevent the DCG-IV-induced current (27.0  3.6 pA, n  6;
53.8 4.7 pA, n 8, respectively, data not shown). These findings
allow us to conclude that the most of the mGlu-II agonist-induced
outward current in GCs is due to the activation of GIRK channels
throughG-protein signaling, similar to the response inother typesof
neurons (Knoflach and Kemp, 1998; Watanabe and Nakanishi,
2003).
To identify the mGlu receptor subtype responsible for the
DCG IV response, we used organotypic slices obtained frommice
lacking either mGlu2 (Yokoi et al., 1996, Morishima et al., 2005)
or mGlu3. First, we established that mGlu2/3 activation had a
similar effect in mice organotypic slice preparations as in rat
acute slices. DCG IV (2 M) application induced a large outward
current in organotypic slice preparations from wild-type
C57BL/6 mice (66.3  7.4 pA, n  10), white mice (44.2  7.3
pA, n 5), and rats (49.9 11.5 pA, n 7; Fig. 2A,B). GCs in
acute slices from C57BL/6 mice also showed a similar outward
current (39.8 9.6 pA, n 5), indicating that the DCG IV effect
is consistent throughout various species and preparations. The
mGlu-II antagonist LY341495 prevented (0.6  0.6 pA, n  5)
and the GIRK channel blocker tertiapin-Q reduced the DCG-IV-
Figure 2. mGlu2-activated outward current in GCs in organotypic slice cultures. A, Bath application of the mGlu-II-specific
agonist DCG IV (2M) induced outward currents in GCs from organotypic slices fromwild-type andmGlu3/mice. This current
was not present in GCs from mGlu2/mice. B, DCG-IV-induced currents in GCs in organotypic slice cultures of C57BL/6 mice,
whitemice, rats, andmGlu2- andmGlu3-lackingmice. The lighter column shows the DCG-IV-induced currents in acute slices from
C57BL/6 mice. C, The mGlu antagonist LY341495 prevented the outward current in C57BL/6 mice. An NMDA antagonist (APV, 40
M), a sodium channel blocker (TTX, 1M), and a potassium channel blocker (-DTX, 2M) did not affect the DCG-IV-induced
current. The GIRK channel blocker tertiapin-Q (0.5 M) reduced the DCG-IV-induced current. D, Voltage dependence of the
DCG-IV-induced current in GCs in organotypic slice cultures (n 3 cells). The black line indicates the linear fit for the current values
between85 and65 mV. Dashed line shows the calculated reversal potential for potassium.
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activated outward currents (0.5 M, 20
2 pA, n 6; Fig. 2C). -Dendrotoxin, an
inhibitor of Kv1.1, 1.2, and 1.6 chan-
nels, did not change the DCG-IV-
induced current (54.6  14.5 pA, n 
6). The DCG-IV-induced current in
GCs from organotypic slices reversed
(91.2  2.2 mV, n  4; Fig. 2D) at the
expected potassium reversal potential un-
der these recording conditions (88mV),
showed a strong inward rectification, and
was abolished when intracellular potas-
sium was replaced with cesium (4.1 
7.8 pA, n  7). Therefore, we conclude
that DCG-IV-induced currents in GCs
from rat acute slices and rat and mouse
organotypic cultures share the same mo-
lecular mechanisms and their main effec-
tors are GIRK channels.
We recorded GCs from mice lacking
one of the two members of the mGlu-II
family, mGlu2 or mGlu3, to reveal their
contribution to the agonist-induced out-
ward current. In organotypic slices from
mGlu3/ animals, DCG IV induced an
outward current similar to that of wild-
type animals (71.0  6.5 pA, n  5; Fig.
2A,B). In contrast, DCG IV did not in-
duce any significant change in the holding
current of GCs in organotypic slices from
mGlu2/ mice (1.8  1.2 pA, n  5).
These findings indicate that the outward
current induced by mGlu-II agonists is
mediated solely by mGlu2, which is also
responsible for the classical presynaptic
inhibitory effect onmossy fibers (Yokoi et
al., 1996).
Further experiments showed that the
mGlu2-activated outward current in GCs
is not due to a network effect, because the
DCG IV effect remained after the block-
ade of sodium channels (1 M TTX,
40.9  3.8 pA, n  8, rat acute slices,
69.3 11.1 pA, n 6, organotypic slice),
NMDA receptors (40 M D-APV, 62.4 
19.7 pA,n 5, organotypic slice; Jourdain
et al., 2007), and the majority of iono-
tropic glutamate and GABAA receptors (5
M SR95531, 20 M D-APV, and 10 M
CNQX, 50.8  6.1 pA, n  4 rat acute
slices).
Dendritic localization of mGlu2-activated
potassium conductance
To address the question of whether themGlu2-activated potassium
conductance originates in the axon, soma, or dendrites of GCs, we
obtained recordings fromfunctionallydistinctmembrane regions in
rat acute slices. Direct recording from MFBs, provided they are
500maway from the parent soma,measures only axonalmem-
brane currents (Alle and Geiger, 2006). Application of DCG IV did
not change significantly the holding current and input resistance of
whole-bouton recordedMFBs in theCA3 region (0.3 0.7 pA, p
0.65,3.8 2.4%, p 0.17, n 6; Fig. 3A,B). In control experi-
ments, DCG IV suppressed axonal calcium currents inMFBs (from
228 49 pA to160 37 pA, 69.4 3.5%, n 3, p 0.04; Fig.
3C), suggesting that the lack ofmGlu2-activated outward current in
MFBs is not due to the absence of the receptors, but rather is the
consequence of the coupling to different molecular machineries at
distinct subcellular domains of GCs. Furthermore, in somatically
recorded GCs with cut axons (shorter than 50 m), DCG IV in-
duced a similar outward current (46 5.6 pA, p 0.001,37.7
5.5%, p 0.002, n 5; Fig. 3B) as the average of all control record-
ings, supporting the nonaxonal origin of the mGlu2-activated out-
ward current.
Figure3. Dendritic originof themGlu2-activatedoutward current.A, Averagedholding currents fromwhole-cell-recordedGCs,
largeMFBs in the CA3 region, nucleated patches, andwhole-cell-recorded GC dendrites from rat acute slices during DCG IV (1M)
application. Insets show representative images of the recorded subcellular compartments. Scale bars, 50, 10, and 10m. B, The
DCG-IV-inducedoutward current and relative change in input resistance in control GCs, inwhole-cell recordedMFBs, inGCswith cut
axons (50 m), in GC dendrites, and in nucleated patches pulled from GCs. C, Effect of DCG IV on isolated calcium currents
recorded from MFBs. Representative traces are shown on the left and the voltage dependence of the absolute and normalized
currents on the right.D, The simulated changes in local steady-state input resistancewith various shunt locations (soma: black, 80
m light gray, 120 m dark gray, 200 m gray) show the expected changes in local input resistance throughout the entire
dendritic arborization of a mulicompartmental GC cell model (Schmidt-Hieber et al., 2007). Symbols show themeasured changes
in three different subcellular domains (open circles: individual experiments, black circles: averages).
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We recorded the effect of mGlu2 activation directly at the
dendrites of GCs (in the range of 80–111 m from the soma). In
these recordings, DCG IV (1 M) induced an outward current
(28 2.2 pA, p 0.001, n 4; Fig. 3A,B), which was accompa-
nied by a drop in the membrane resistance (19.4  1.9%,
p  0.002). However, current recordings should be interpreted
cautiously when obtained from GC dendrites. Because most GC
dendrites converge onto the soma and proximal dendritic stalk,
with rare bifurcations in more distal regions (Claiborne et al.,
1990), and because the local input impedance of GC dendrites is
high, it is possible that conductances from individual dendrites
cumulate to result in the largest change at their point of origin at
the soma (Gidon and Segev, 2012). Therefore, we investigated
how much change in the steady-state input resistance would be
expected in dendritic recordings when a shunting conductance
(such as the mGlu2-activated potassium conductance) is acti-
vated at various locations along the somatodendritic membrane.
We used an available GC model with realistic morphology and
passive membrane properties (Schmidt-Hieber et al., 2007) and
tested four potential scenarios in which shunting conductances
were distributed at the soma or at a distance of 80, 120, or 200m
from the soma on all dendritic branches (mimicking bath appli-
cation of an agonist). The magnitudes of the activated conduc-
tance were set to replicate the average change in input resistance
(28%) of our somatic recordings. These simulations showed that
the largest changes in local steady-state input resistancewere gen-
erated at or near the soma regardless of the location of the shunt
(Fig. 3D). In the case of a somatically localized shunting conduc-
tance, the effect on local input resistance in the dendrites de-
creased steeply and continuously, whereas distal dendritic shunts
resulted in complex shunting profiles along the dendrites, reflect-
ing the branching pattern of the simulated cell. At 100 m from
the soma, the expected changes in local input resistance were
smaller than at the soma, even if the shunting conductance was
nearby (80 and 120 m). The dendritically measured DCG IV
effect was most consistent with a relatively proximal dendritic
origin of the mGlu2-activated potassium conductance in GCs.
However, this simulation highlights the fact that dendritic re-
cordings in GCs are not suitable to determine the origin of a
shunting conductance within the somatodendritic compart-
ment. Nevertheless, it was possible to exclude a somatic origin of
the DCG-IV-activated current by recording from physically iso-
lated nucleated patches of somatic membrane. As in axonal
membranes, DCG IV did not induce an outward current or
change the input resistance in the somatic membrane (3.4 1.6
pA, p 0.08, 4.3 3.7%, p 0.3, n 6; Fig. 3A,B). These results
indicate that the mGlu2-activated outward current originates in
the dendritic region of GCs and is absent in axonal and somatic
membranes.
To establish the precise localization of mGlu2 receptors in
GCs, we used pre-embedding immunoelectron microscopy. Be-
cause no highly specific mGlu2 receptor antibodies for immuno-
cytochemistry are available, we analyzed the immunolabeling
obtained with mGlu2/3 antibodies in mGlu3-KO, mGlu2-KO,
and wild-type mice (Fig. 4A–C). The labeling in mGlu3-lacking
and mGlu2-lacking mice showed entirely different localization
patterns (Fig. 4A,B). In the hippocampal formation of mGlu3
knock-out (KO) mice, mGlu2 immunoreactivity (IR) was ob-
served in the mossy fibers, CA1 stratum lacunosum moleculare,
and the molecular layer of the DG. In the DG, mGlu2-IR was
particularly intense in the molecular layer, but not in close prox-
imity to the GC layer (Fig. 4A). In mGlu2-KO mice, intense
mGlu3-IR was observed only in the molecular layer of the DG,
with no substantial difference between the different layers (Fig.
4B). Weak mGlu3-IR was detected throughout the hippocampal
formation, most likely associated with glial cells, as described
previously (Tamaru et al., 2001). The immunolabeling pattern
for mGlu2 and mGlu3 receptors observed in wild-type animals
appeared analogous to the combination of the labeling obtained
in the individual KOs (Fig. 4C).
At the ultrastructural level, mGlu2-IR was found generally
associated with dendrites of GCs, whereas somata were mostly
devoid of labeling (Fig. 4E–G, I, J). The labeling on dendritic
membranes was irregular or in patches, suggesting a nonhomo-
geneous distribution along the dendrites unrelated to synaptic
specializations. As reported previously, themGlu2 signal was also
found in axons within the molecular layer of the DG (Petralia et
al., 1996) probably originating from the entorhinal cortex (Fig.
4H). Therefore, these data clearly confirm that mGlu2 is ex-
pressed in the dendrites of GCs, in addition to its axonal expres-
sion in mossy fibers and perforant path axons.
To examine the relative degree of mGlu2 labeling within dis-
tinct layers of theDG,wemeasured the intensity ofmGlu2 signals
in mGlu3-KO samples. Surface plot analysis of the intensity of
mGlu2-IR in the DG showed that the most intense mGlu2 label-
ing was present in the innermolecular layer (Fig. 4D), whichmay
correspond primarily to dendritic mGlu2 in GCs (Fig. 4G),
whereas the labeling in the outermolecular layer probably reflects
in large part presynaptic mGlu2 receptors in perforant path ax-
ons.However, it is unfeasible by pre-embedding electronmicros-
copy to differentiate quantitatively between the presynaptic and
postsynaptic components. These results demonstrate a dendritic
localization of mGlu2 receptors and suggest an inhomogeneous
distribution along the dendrites with preferential accumulation
in the inner molecular layer.
mGlu2-activated potassium conductance is restricted to a
short proximal dendritic segment in GCs
To test the prediction that the mGlu2-activated potassium con-
ductance is localized in a restricted dendritic region and to deter-
mine this location more precisely, we took advantage of the large
change in the input resistance caused by mGlu2 agonist applica-
tion in GCs. We hypothesized that a spatially restricted shunt on
the dendrite should have a different profile than shunts that are
more homogeneously distributed along the dendriteswhenmon-
itoring the inhibition of transient dendritic voltage responses in
the soma. That is, if the shunt is spatially restricted, the peak
amplitude of responses that originate distal to the shunt should
be affected similarly because these events are shunted uniformly
during their propagation toward the soma. In contrast, if the
shunt is distributed on long dendritic segments, shunting ef-
ficacy should increase steadily in the distal direction along the
dendrites.
To test this hypothesis experimentally, we induced mGlu2-
mediated shunting of transient membrane depolarizations
evoked by uncaging glutamate (with MNI glutamate) at specific
dendritic loci in whole-cell-recorded GCs using confocal micros-
copy. We analyzed the somatic voltage responses with and with-
out DCG IV and, after these recordings, we measured the
distance of the uncaging spots from the soma to draw the shunt-
ing profile of DCG IV (n 35 cells, n 57 locations, in presence
of the NMDA blocker D-APV; Fig. 5A). Our results show that the
inhibition of the peak amplitude of uncaging-evoked responses
by mGlu2 activation was relatively small in the proximal 90 m
of the dendrite (6.9 1.0%), butwas 2.5more effective in the
distal region (17  1.2%, beyond 125 m; Fig. 5B,C). There
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was a sharp transition between minimal shunting of proximal
responses and strong shunting of more distal events at distances
between 90 and 125 m, which corresponds approximately to a
region in the distal portion of the first third of the dendritic length
(average dendritic length: 304.9  8.7 m). Most importantly,
we did not see a further increase in the efficacy of the shunting at
more distal dendritic sites, suggesting that the mGlu2-activated
potassium conductance is located within 125 m from the soma
of the recorded cells. The shunting of the evoked events did not
depend on their control amplitudes, suggesting that the inhibi-
tion is not due to interference with nonlinear dendritic processes
under these experimental circumstances (Fig. 5B, right). We also
Figure4. Localization ofmGlu2 receptors in theDG.A, Immunoreactivity for themGlu2 receptor in theDGof amGlu3-KOmouse. The immunolabeling is particularly intense in themolecular layer
at30mfrom the border of the GC layer and it decrements toward the outer layer.ML indicatesmolecular layer of the DG; LM, stratum lacunosummoleculare of CA1 region.B, Immunoreactivity
for the mGlu3 receptor in the DG of an mGlu2-KO mouse. The staining appears homogeneous throughout the molecular layer. C, Immunoreactivity for mGlu2 and mGlu3 in the DG of a wild-type
mouse. D, Left, Immunofluorescence labeling for the mGlu2 receptor in the hippocampal formation of an mGlu3-KOmouse. Middle, Surface plot traces of the immunofluorescence signal (relative
optical density, R.O.D.) across the DG (sampled as shown by the blue bar in the left panel) obtained from different mGlu2-KO animals (n 4). The distance was normalized between the borders of
the hilus and the GC layer (0) and the DGmolecular layer and CA1 (1). Right, Averaged R.O.D. distribution ofmGlu2 immunoreactivity. E–F, Subcellular distribution ofmGlu2 (i.e., inmGlu3-KOmice)
in GC dendrites. Immunoreactivity for mGlu2, visible as an electron opaque peroxidase end product (arrows), can generally be detected at some distance from the cell body in the proximal portion
of GC dendrites, whereas somata aremostly devoid of labeling.G, Immunoperoxidase end product formGlu2 can be seen unevenly distributed at and near the plasmamembrane of GC dendrites in
the innermolecular layer (arrows).H, Immunometal particlesmarkingmGlu2 receptors (arrows) in presynaptic terminals of putative entorhinal cortex axonsweremostly observedoutside the active
zone. I, Similar to the immunoperoxidase end product, immunometal particles for mGlu2 were observed unevenly distributed at and near the plasma membrane of GC dendrites in the inner
molecular layer (arrows). J, Labeling for mGlu2 was also sporadically detected in association with GC dendritic spines.
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monitored the DCG IV effect on the half-width and integrated
area of the evoked responses (Fig. 5D), which are predominantly
determined by global membrane parameters such as the mem-
brane time constant. As a consequence, changes of these two
parameters are not expected to show a strong correlation with
location and reflect the total amount of conductance activated by
the agonist. Therefore, normalization of the peak effect to the
effects on the area of the events reduced the variability between
individual recordings introduced by the different levels of global
conductance activated by the bath-applied agonist (Fig. 5E). This
normalized shunting profile also showed clear characteristics: (1)
an 2.5-fold difference in shunting efficacy between the proxi-
mal one-third and the distal two-thirds of
the dendrites, (2) a sharp increase in effi-
cacy at 90–125m, and (3) uniform inhi-
bition of the distal two-thirds of the
dendrites.
Reduction of GIRK channel activation
by coapplication of tertiapin-Qwith DCG
IV (remaining change in Rin: 4.1 
2.5%) prevented significant changes in
the evoked responses (peak:2.8 1.4%,
area: 3.1  1%, n  6, at locations 97–
158 m from soma), indicating that the
shunting effect by DCG IVwas dependent
on GIRK channel activation. Because of
the presence of mGlu-II receptors on per-
forant path axons, synaptically evoked
EPSPs could not be used for the shunting
profile measurements (Macek et al.,
1996). As a positive control experiment,
we tested the effect of GABAB receptor
activation. Even though these receptors
target the same postsynaptic effector
mechanisms as mGlu2, namely GIRK
channels (Andrade et al., 1986), GABAB
receptors are distributed over large seg-
ments of the distal dendritic region ofGCs
(Kulik et al., 2003). Therefore, we ex-
pected a different shunting profile of den-
dritic events upon activation of GABAB
receptors. In contrast to mGlu2 activa-
tion, the inhibitory effect of GABAB re-
ceptor activation by the agonist SKF97541
on the peak amplitude of the glutamate-
evoked responses increased continuously
in the distal direction along the dendrites
without plateauing (Fig. 5F). The effect
on integrated area and half-width varied
little with dendritic distance (Fig. 5G), but
the continuous increase was also evident
in the normalized shunting profile of
GABAB activation (Fig. 5H). Therefore,
the results of the control experiments with
GABAB receptor activation correspond to
the expected shunting profile from the
known location of these receptors, further
validating the approach that we used for
the localization of the shunt activated in
the dendrites of GCs.
To corroborate the results gained from
the uncaging experiments, we usedmulti-
compartmental modeling using avail-
able biophysically realistic GC models (Schmidt-Hieber et al.,
2007; our modeling experiments were performed on cells 3, 4,
and 7 described in that study). First, we set the AMPA conduc-
tance kinetics to replicate the amplitude and kinetics of the re-
sponses evoked in our uncaging experiments (rise time: 0.388ms,
decay time constant: 3.95 ms; Fig. 6A,B). AMPAR-mediated
conductances (peak: 1 nS) were placed at different dendritic lo-
cations (0, 25, 40, 70, 90, 105, 125, 150, 175, 195, 220, 240, and 260
m) along 4 dendrites in each cell and were activated individu-
ally. Some of the dendrites of the GCs in the model were shorter
than these lengths. In these cases, simulated AMPA events were
tested at fewer locations. An important difference between the
Figure 5. Shunting profiles of agonist-activated dendritic potassium conductances on dendritic events. A, Representative
events evoked by MNI glutamate uncaging in control conditions (black) and in the presence of DCG IV (blue) from three different
somatically recorded cells.B, Inhibitionof glutamate-evokeddendritic events byDCG IV.Note that the amount of inhibitiondidnot
show a tendency of change for those events that originated125m from soma. The right panel shows that the shunting effect
did not depend on the control amplitudes of the evoked events. C, Average shunting profile of DCG IV on the somaticallymeasured
peak amplitude of glutamate-evoked events. The data are presented as amoving average in which both distance (x-axis) and the
effect ( y-axis) are averaged from 11 neighboring measurements. D, The DCG IV effect on integrated area (filled symbols) and
half-width (open symbols) of the events.E, DCG IV effect onpeak amplitude after normalization to the effect on the integrated area
of the events within individual experiments. F, Average shunting profile of the GABAB agonist SKF97541 on the peak amplitude of
glutamate-evoked events.G, SKF97541 effect on integrated area (filled symbols) and half-width (open symbols) of the events.H,
SKF97541 effect on peak amplitude after normalization to the effect on the integrated area of the events within individual
experiments.
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cells used in our uncaging experiments
and in these simulations was the average
length of the dendrites (305 m vs 232
m, respectively).We used these configu-
rations to explore the location depen-
dency of input shunting by spatially
restricted conductances located on the
somaor on the dendrites at 20, 50, 80, 120,
160, and 200m from the soma (Fig. 6A).
The shunting conductance was placed on
every dendrite at the desired distance
from the soma and was provided with in-
ward rectification based on our experi-
mental data. The magnitude of the
shunting conductance (i.e., mGlu2-
activated potassium conductance) in the
seven scenarios was set to replicate the
mean change of the somatically measured
input resistance in our previous record-
ings (28%). We analyzed the somati-
cally measured peak amplitude, the
integrated area, and the half-width of the
simulated AMPAR-mediated conduc-
tances similarly to our recordings of un-
caging evoked responses.
As expected, the difference in shunting
effectiveness on the peak amplitudes of
proximal and distal simulated AMPA
events was the smallest when the shunt
was located at the soma (Fig. 6C, black
symbols). In the case of distal shunts, in-
hibition of proximal AMPA events was
small, whereas distal responses were
shunted with similar efficacy as was the
case for the somatic shunt. When the
shunt was placed close to the proximal
third of the total length of the dendrites
(80m from the soma), there was a large,
2.7-fold increase in shunting inhibition
of the peaks for proximal (70 m) ver-
sus distal (90 m) simulated AMPA
events. Moreover, for both proximal and
somatic shunting, the inhibition of simu-
lated responses originating from distal
dendritic regions (105m)was not fur-
ther enhanced, resulting in uniform inhi-
bition of these events. In contrast to the
effects on peak amplitudes, only minor
differences in the integrated area and half-
width were observed for these different
configurations (Fig. 6D,E), which was as
expected because this parameter reflects global effects on the
membrane parameters. Therefore, for a proximal conductance in
the first third of the dendrites, themodel predicts a sharp increase
in the shunting efficacy of the peak of transient responses, result-
ing in a uniform effect on the distal two-thirds of the dendrites.
We simulated the shunting profile of a conductance that mimics
the GABAB-activated potassium conductance. In this simula-
tion, the shunts were placed on each dendrite every 20 m
beginning at 100 m until their end. The simulated shunting
profile matched that of the recorded GABAB-receptor-
mediated effect on uncaging evoked events (compare Fig.
6F–H with Fig. 5F–H ).
From the dendritic shunting profiles of mGlu2 activation in
the uncaging and simulation experiments (taking into consider-
ation the difference between the length of the dendrites of the
simulated and recorded cells), we can conclude that the mGlu2-
activated potassium conductance is restricted to small regions in
the distal portion of the proximal one-third of the dendrites.
Proximal and spatially restricted localization of the mGlu2-
activated potassium conductance enables effective shunting
of individual branches
What are the potential functional consequences of spatially re-
stricted proximal dendritic shunting in GCs? Our experiments
suggest thatmGlu2-activated potassium conductance is confined
Figure6. Shunting profiles of dendritic conductances on simulated dendritic events.A, Simulated somatic voltage responses at
three different dendritic locations (25, 125, and 195m) in amulticompartmentalmodel of a GC in control conditions (black) and
during activation of a shunting conductance at 80mfrom the soma (blue traces).B, Comparison of the peak amplitude and slope
of the rising phase of events evoked by glutamate uncaging (red) and simulation (black). C, Average shunting profiles of 7
differently localized, spatially restricted shunting conductances on the somatic peak amplitude of simulated events (n 3 cells, 4
dendrites each). The x-axis indicates the location of the simulated synapses. D, Effect of the differently localized shunts on
integrated area (filled symbols) and half-width (open symbols) of the events. E, Shunting effects on peak amplitude after normal-
ization to the effect on the integrated area. F, Average shunting profile of a distally distributed shunting conductance (simulating
GABAB distribution) on the somatic peak amplitude of simulated events.G, Effect of the distributed shunt on integrated area (filled
symbols) and half-width (open symbols) of the events. H, Shunting effect on peak amplitude after normalization to the effect on
the integrated area.
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to a restricted region on the proximal dendrites, which results in
uniform inhibition of the major excitatory drive to GCs arriving
from the entorhinal cortex to the distal two-thirds of the den-
drites. The uniformity of inhibition within individual dendritic
branches is a crucial prerequisite for the branch-specific modu-
lation of GCs, along with the ability to modulate individual
branches selectively (i.e., the modulation has to be more effec-
tive in the modulated branch compared with nonmodulated
branches). Branch-specific modulation of GCs has been pro-
posed as a potential underlying mechanism for crucial GC func-
tions such as dynamic multiple place fields (Hayman and Jeffery,
2008; Ujfalussy et al., 2009). However, several key circumstances
are different under physiological conditions compared with our
previous experiments. For example, it is unlikely that mGlu2
receptors are activated to a similar degree in all dendrites (as is the
case during bath application of an agonist) and it is more plausi-
ble under physiological conditions that these receptors are acti-
vated differentially on individual dendrites at any given time.
Therefore, to explore whether the strategic localization of the
mGlu2-activated potassium conductance promotes uniform and
selective modulation of individual dendritic branches of GCs, we
again implemented the multicompartmental model to examine
the consequences of shunting conductances occurring only on a
single dendritic branch under various physiological conditions
(Fig. 7A–C). In these single dendrite analyses, we applied equal
amounts of shunting conductance at every tested location (1 nS)
and measured the shunting efficacy in four dendritic branches
from each cell (one that contained the shunting conductance and
three neighboring dendrites without the shunt).
First, we adjusted the settings of the previous simulation to
include physiologically relevant temperature andAMPAconduc-
tance kinetics (rise time: 0.27 ms, decay time constant: 2.75 ms;
Figure 7A). To quantify the branch selectivity of the shunting in
the various scenarios, we calculated the ratio of the shunting
efficacy of simulated EPSPs (90–195 m) between shunted and
neighboring branches for each dendrite. Therefore, a high value
in this ratio indicates strong selectivity and when individual
branches are shunted equally (i.e., for a somatic shunt) the value
is 1 (Fig. 7D). As expected, the most distal shunting location
yielded the highest selectivity ratio. However, the results show
that even the relatively proximal shunt (80m)was able to shunt
dendrites with a 3.26 0.36-fold selectivity ratio. To quantify the
uniformity of the inhibitionwithin individual shunted dendrites,
we compared the average inhibition of simulated EPSPs originat-
ing between 90 and 195 m with the inhibition of EPSPs at 195
m (Fig. 7E). This index for the 80m shunt was similar (97.3
0.2%) to that of somatic shunts (97 0.3%). Examination of the
shunting effects on the local EPSP amplitudes revealed that the
local effects were always smaller than the somatically measured
loss of the peak amplitude of the corresponding events (compare
the similarly color-coded plots in the top and middle panels of
Fig. 7A–C). Furthermore, the local effect decreases distally to the
shunt toward the end of dendrites (Gidon and Segev, 2012).
Therefore, these findings suggest that the somatically detected
inhibition was mostly due to reduction of the potential during
passive propagation to the soma rather than to the shunting effect
on the synaptic inputs. EPSPs with both AMPA andNMDA con-
ductances are expected to react differently than pure AMPA
EPSPs to a shunt because of the slower kinetics of the compound
response. Therefore, in the second set of simulations, we added
an NMDA conductance (maximum available peak conductance:
1 nS) to the spines (Fig. 7B). As expected, the selectivity ratio of
the shunting of neighboring dendrites decreased. However, this
decrease was small and the inhibition remained relatively selec-
tive (2.74  0.3) when the shunt was placed at 80 m from the
soma. The uniformity index remained high for this shunt loca-
tion (97.5  0.3%). These GC models are equipped with spines
based on morphological data, which are assumed to have similar
properties (including axial resistance) as the dendritic shafts.
Therefore, it is likely that simulated spines have a lower neck
resistance than physiological spines, resulting in smaller depolar-
izations within the spine heads and consequently fewer NMDA
channel openings (Grunditz et al., 2008).However, a recent study
measured the neck resistance of the spines of CA1 pyramidal cells
directly (Harnett et al., 2012). Therefore, in a third series of sim-
ulations, we changed the spine morphology to match the neck
resistance (500 M) measured in CA1 pyramidal cells (Fig. 7C).
GC spines have shorter necks than CA1 pyramidal cells (Harris
and Stevens, 1989; Trommald and Hulleberg, 1997) and, there-
fore, neck resistance in GCs is likely 500 M. Nevertheless,
even in this high neck resistance case for shunt positions at 80
m, inhibition was uniform within the dendrites (97.9 0.3%)
and remained relative selective for individual branches (2.51 
0.24). Finally, we simulated three AMPA and NMDA compound
synapses that were located in close proximity to each other
(within 10 m) and were activated simultaneously. In this case,
the 80m shunt resulted in the highest relative uniformity value,
whereas the selectivity ratio was 2.5 0.25. Note that the above
analysis included dendrites (n  4 of the 12; Fig. 7A–C) that
originated from the same primary dendrite. This condition
clearly impedes selective inhibition of individual branches. Ex-
cluding these dendrite pairs from the analysis further increased
the selectivity ratio in all four tested scenarios (by 15.1%, 12.9%,
8.8% and 9.7%, respectively, for 80 m shunt position).
These simulations suggest that the predicted location of the
mGlu2-activated potassium conductance in the distal portion of
the proximal third of the dendrite (which corresponds to 80–100
m from the soma in the cells used in the simulations) is ideally
positioned under various conditions to meet two major require-
ments for branch-specific modulation of GC dendrites: uniform
yet selective inhibition of individual dendrites.
Discussion
Our study reveals a novel inhibitory mechanism for mGlu2 in
GCs mediated by a G-protein-dependent activation of a potas-
sium conductance. The othermember of themGlu-IIs,mGlu3, is
not involved in this GC-specific response. The restricted localiza-
tion in the proximal dendrites of GCs allows themGlu2-activated
potassium conductance to exert a complex modulation on in-
coming signals. This proximal shunt is as efficient as somatic
inhibition (Koch et al., 1983, Miles et al., 1996) in reducing syn-
aptic inputs from entorhinal cortex that arrive in the distal den-
drites. Furthermore, the mGlu2-activated shunt results in
uniform inhibition of inputs on the distal two-thirds of the den-
drites of GCs, imposing similar inhibition on all inputs within an
individual dendritic branch. The second important feature of the
mGlu2-activated shunt is that, in contrast to somatic shunting, it
is less effective on inputs to the perisomatic region. As a conse-
quence of this strategic localization, mGlu2 activation in a single
dendrite leaves the inputs to neighboring dendrites relatively un-
affected. Therefore, dendrite-specific inhibition mediated by
mGlu2 enhances the ability of individual dendrites to operate as
independent units, a mechanism that would not be possible with
other locations of the shunt. If the dendritic conductance were
closer than the transition between the proximal andmiddle third
of the dendrites (which corresponds to100–130 m from the
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Figure 7. Shunting of individual dendritic branches by spatially restricted dendritic conductances. A, Top, Average effect of shunting of the somatic peak amplitude of simulated
AMPAR-mediated EPSPs originating from single shunted dendrites (positive x-axis values) or from neighboring dendrites (negative x-axis values). Middle, Same as above for the local
peak amplitude of the EPSPs. Bottom, Effect on individual dendritic branches depending on the location of the shunt. Each horizontal line within a block represents the same dendritic
branch with the shunt (positive x-axis values) and the same dendrite with the shunt located on one of the neighboring dendrites (negative x-axis values). The inhibitory efficacy on the
peak amplitude was normalized to the shunting level of EPSPs at 195mon the shunted branch. The red color thus indicates a strong shunting effect, whereas the least inhibited regions
are shown in black. B, Same as in A for compound EPSPs mediated by AMPA and NMDA conductances. C, Same as in A for compound EPSPs mediated by AMPA and NMDA conductances
in spines with a 500 M neck resistance. D, Selectivity of the inhibition of individual branches calculated as the ratio of shunting in the dendrites (90 –195m) with the conductance
compared with without the conductance. Each shunt location is color coded as in the previous panels. The various simulation conditions are indicated by the connected lines. E, Uniformity
of the shunting within individual dendritic branches calculated as the proportion of the shunting of the EPSPs at 90 –125 m relative to the shunting of EPSPs at 195 m. A higher
percentage in this ratio thus indicates more uniform shunting along the dendrites.
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soma in the recorded shunting profile in rat GCs and 75–100m
in the mouse simulation and anatomy data), then neighboring
dendrites would bemodulated similarly to the shunted dendrites.
Conversely, if the site of modulation were more distal, the
amount of inhibition of individual inputs would not be uniform
within the distal two-thirds of the dendrites, the termination
zone of two major excitatory drives from the medial and the
lateral entorhinal cortex. This branch-specific modulation relies
on a ligand-activatedmechanism that allows the dynamic (within
tens of milliseconds) regulation of somatically integrated synap-
tic inputs arriving from individual dendrites.
The dendritic tree of GCs consists of several equivalent den-
drites that emanate from a few short major dendrites close to the
soma (Claiborne et al., 1990). This distinctive branching pattern
appears to be ideal for assigning independent computational
competence to individual dendritic segments, an arrangement
that may underlie several key functions of GCs, including their
ability to code unique multiple and irregular place fields and for
the disambiguation of overlapping representations (Rolls and
Kesner, 2006; Leutgeb et al., 2007; Hayman and Jeffery, 2008;
Ujfalussy et al., 2009). However, in contrast to pyramidal cells
(Hoffman et al., 1997,Magee, 1998), the local input impedance of
the dendrites of GCs is high due to the low density of active
conductances (Krueppel et al., 2011, Schmidt-Hieber et al.,
2007). This characteristic ofGCs tends to counteract the biophys-
ical isolation of their dendrites. The strategically positioned
mGlu2-mediated dendritic inhibition can to some degree over-
come this limitation because it enables selective modulation of
individual dendritic branches of GCs. Therefore, the differential
compartmental weighting of individual dendritic branches by the
mGlu2-activated potassium conductance can precisely modulate
the integration of a select group of synaptic inputs from the en-
torhinal cortex. The optimal location for a shunting conductance
to exert both uniform and selective modulation on individual
dendritic branches is strongly cell-type specific. In addition to the
diverse dendritic branching patterns of various neuronal types,
the biophysical properties of the dendrites also play a crucial role
in shaping the integration. In hippocampal pyramidal cells,
which play distinct functions in hippocampal information pro-
cessing (Rolls andKesner, 2006; Leutgeb et al., 2007), the increas-
ing dendritic conductance compensates for the high local input
impedance of the terminal branches (Hoffman et al., 1997, Ma-
gee, 1998).
In contrast to ionotropic receptors or voltage-gated channels,
the function of metabotropic receptors requires dynamic inter-
actions between at least three molecular components: receptors,
heterotrimeric G-proteins, and their effectors. Interpretation of
metabotropic responses is complicated by the diversity of down-
stream effectors that are potentially modulated by the activation
of other receptors. Therefore, we have adopted a functionalmap-
ping approach that localizes directly the physiological conse-
quences of activation of G-protein-coupled receptors in
dendrites bymeasuring the effects of themGlu2-activated shunt-
ing conductance on the generation and propagation of transient
dendritic events. The predicted location of the highest mGlu2
density from the shunting experiments and from the anatomical
studies cannot be compared directly because the former ap-
proach considers the dendritic lengthwhereas the lattermeasures
the locations relative to the layers. However, the outcomes of the
two approaches are highly consistent when the basic morpholog-
ical features of the DG andGCs are considered. First, GCs are not
organized into a single cell layer, but 5–15 cell bodies are
packed one on top of each other to form the stratumgranulosum.
Therefore, the cells deeper in the layer have longer proximal den-
dritic segments. Second, there is a relatively wide emerging angle
of individual dendrites within the dendritic tree of GCs. There-
fore, the branches in the middle of the tree are shorter than those
that are at the edge of the arborization. Third, in contrast to the
almost linear distal dendritic segments, the proximal dendrites
are more often curved and bifurcated. Therefore, the relative
length of the dendritic segments within the first third of the stra-
tum moleculare is longer than that of the more distal ones.
The restricted expression of the mGlu2-activated potassium
conductance to the proximal dendrites of GCs is likely to have a
number of additional physiological consequences. The spatially
distinct localization of mGlu2 on proximal GC dendrites versus
mGlu2 on the terminals of perforant path axons arriving on the
distal GC dendrites allows nonoverlapping activation of these
two receptor populations by different sources of glutamate,
which may be essential for the differential modulation of GC
functions. At present, however, the origin of the glutamate that
activatesmGlu2 on the proximal dendrites remains unclear. Can-
didate sources for glutamate include fibers from the supramam-
millary nucleus (Maglo´czky et al., 1994), hilar mossy cells
(Buckmaster et al., 1996), stellate cells from layer II of the medial
entorhinal cortex (Steward, 1976), cells in the deep layers of the
entorhinal cortex (Deller et al., 1996), and astrocytes (Jourdain et
al., 2007).
In light of recent clinical studies showing an alleviation of the
positive symptoms of schizophrenia following treatment with
agonists or positive allosteric modulators of mGlu-IIs (Conn and
Jones, 2009, Patil et al., 2007), much interest has developed about
the functional consequences of mGlu2 activation. Our results
indicate that, in addition to the known presynaptic effects of
mGlu2, postsynaptic dendritic effects that can modify the inte-
gration of neuronal input and alter local network behaviors must
be considered for a comprehensive assessment of drugs acting on
these receptors.
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